We are creating a better network, with new
networking mechanics
Quanta establishes “facility free”
connections providing for faster services,
better privacy and higher security.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Present day telecommunications companies operate
utilizing predetermined route selections in a fixed
infrastructure. These predictable paths are susceptible
to hacking, malware, packet sniffing, and data capture.
In the event of a link failure or disaster these networks
do not have self-managing or self-healing programs.
The current signaling devices struggle to support large
dynamic environments (IoT), have large overhead costs,
and have finite address space.

The Quanta Network's Dynamic Routing and Permissioned
Blockchain architecture enables users to experience
unlimited mobility with complete security and privacy.
Quanta achieves global security and privacy for personal
and commercial transactions. Quanta Networks security
restricts the ability for unwanted callers, messages, emails
and location services to intrude upon your privacy, should
you choose to remain “invisible”.

WHAT IS QUANTA NETWORKS?
Quanta Networks has an unconventional approach to telecommunications. We do not invest in bandwidth but
enable devices to form a communication network by themselves using their own available bandwidth.
DECENTRALIZED | DYNAMIC | SCALABLE | COMPATIBLE
AFFORDABLE | SECURE | SIM/ESIM BASED

QUANTA MISSION

QUANTA VISION

The Quanta Networks mission is to create the Global
Standard for Blockchain compliant (decentralized)
telecommunication ecosystems. Quantas’ Blockchain
Networks will disrupt - and change - the telecom
industry, allowing network users the ability to directly
connect (peer-2-peer). This provides the fastest,
most secure and affordable means of human and
machine communication.

Quanta Networks believes everyone should have
affordable connectivity with the right to privacy, security
and be free to access the information required to conduct
their daily lives. It is our vision to revolutionize the
telecom industry by creating the first fully decentralized
Blockchain compliant communications system that
allows users (and systems) to connect to each other
directly, more securely and far more efficiently.

ICO Distribution

The Token







Total Tokens:
Soft Cap:
Token issue price:
Hard Cap:
Min Personal Cap:
Private Sale Held:

2 Billion
$20million USD
$0.70 USD
$300million USD
$100 (USD)
Yes

for more info visit us at:

www.quantanetworks.io

